SETTLEMENT  OF  THE   BARBARIANS
of the clergy and confirmation, which he has retained to the present
day. The priest now acquired the power to dispense the sacrament
required by the faithful; he administered baptism in the baptistery
of the church, celebrated the Communion, gave extreme unction
to the dying, granted absolution to the penitent, and pronounced
the nuptial benediction at marriages. He had power to givo in-
struction in doctrine, preached from the pulpit of the church, and
taught the catechism. He was qualified to bless houses and fields
and to exorcize - an important power, for the faithful attributed .
a supernatural virtue to these ceremonies. His office was exercised
in perpetuity, and he was attached to his parish for life, as the
bishop was to the town. He was often assisted by young ecclesias-
tics, whom he taught to read, sing, and interpret the Holy Scrip-
tures; and it was from among these that the priests were recruited,
Born in the country, spending his whole life in his parish, in
constant personal contact with all the faithful, acquainted with
all their private affairs, and invested with a power which was
regarded as superhuman, and an official authority which was
absolute, the priest became the chief man in the place, obeyed
by all the inhabitants. This local authority continued to exist all
down the centuries; it still persists in mountainous regions which
are difficult of access and is even nowadays apparent in ihe
influence exerted by the parish priest over elections,
5 m o n k s and monasteries
Religion also found its way into the country districts through
the agency of the monks. Monastic life was of Oriental origin,
but was adapted to the habits of Europe in the sixth century by
an Italian, St. Benedict. He limited the part played by ascetic
practices and gave his monks a rule prescribing a mode of employ-
ing their time more in accordance with the normal conditions of
human life. Part of the day only was occupied in pious practices,
prayers, and chants, the rest being spent in manual labour, tilling
the fields, handicrafts, and sometimes even in copying manu-
scripts. Nearly all the monasteries in Gaul adopted the rule of
St. Benedict - hence the name Benedictine,
These communities, known by the Latin name of monasteries
or convents (assemblies), became establishments devoted to piety
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